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Device Model for lon.Implanted GaAs MESFET
Including Compensation Mechanism of SI Substrate

M. OGAWA and T. IGMIYA

Department of Electronic Engineering, university of Tokyo

7-3-I, Hongo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 113, Japan

A devl-ce model for i-on-implanted GaAs MESFET including compensation mechanism of
semi-insulating substrate is presented. Calculation based on this model predicts that
closely compensati.on of Cr and EL2 is desirabl-e to reduce backgating. Experimental
results require consideration of substrate leakage to understand backgating.
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I. Introduction
GaAs MESFETts fabricated by ion-implantation

into Cr doped or undoped semi.-insulating (SI) sub-
strate have been widely used for high speed

digital and analog integrated circuitts (IC's).
Semi-insulating GaAs substrate provides good iso-
lation between the devices and minimj_zes the para-
sitic capaci.tance in the circuit. However, depen&
i.ng on the types of SI GaAs, the device character-
isties can be strongly influenced by the properti_es

of the substrate. Backgating effect is one of the
substrate related effects which can not only de-
grade device performance, but also may give ulti-
mate limitation to the achievement of densely
packed, large scale i.ntegration of GaAs FETrs.
Understanding the physical mechani.sm of the effect,
and controlling it are therefore strongly desired.

In spite of a number of experimental investi-
gations on backgating effect and deep-1eve1-spec-

troscopic studiesl)'3) to evaluate the substrate
materials, direct connection betr^teen the compensa-

tion mechanism of substrate and the devi_ce charac-
teristi.cs is stil1 lef t unclarified.

In this paper, an attempt to formulate a de-
vice model is presented, in which material para-
meters characterizing substrate compensation de-

termine the space charge density at n-i junetion
region, and the modulation of FET characteri.stics
by the backgate bias voltage can be evaluated nu-
merically. Based on this mode1, discussions wi.11

Fig.1 Birdrs eye view of GaAs MESFET with back-
gate electrode. Depletion layer is formed between
active layer and the substrate. Resistor network
represents substrate which causes voltage drop
when backgate bias is applied.

Appearance of electric dipole layer at the
implanted channel and SI substrate interface n-i
junction is inevitable because of the band bend-
ing and the partial ionization of trap levels
(Fie.2).
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Fig.2 Appearance of electric dipole layer at the
channel and SI substrate interface.
(a) Space charge distribution. Y66 represents the
depleLion edge under gate and Y6g channel side
depletion edge rrespecEivelY.
(b) Band diagram at x = x. Energy and voltage are
measured with respect to the Fermi level at the
source end R-FS.

If we assume a 4-1eve1 model for compensaLion

mechani-sm including EL2, chromium, shallow donor

N. and shallow acceptor N^, the net concentration
qd

of negative charge on the substrate side of the

depletion region Nf.ff depends on the occupancy of

the deep levels in the bulk according to the

following relationst ip. 3)

(vertical problem).

The static FET characteristics are calculated as

fo1lows, considering the channel width constric-
tion due to depletion layer formation (latera1

problem) .

In eq. (3), YdG i" the depletion edge under

gate and YaS it the depletion edge of the channel

si.de (Fie. 2) . 
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Here velbcity saturation mechanism is taken into

account.

Channel current tDS i" Lhen given by the

following equations.
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As for
voltage

the

vt
pinch-off voltage

is expressed as

V or threshold
p

Given the voltage drop across the n-i junc-

rion Vfr, Lhe position of depletion edge tdc t"

determined by solving Poisson equation containing

the fixed charge of eq. (1) and the implanted

shallow ions:
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In the above equations parameters are listed as

fo1lows.
A , E" - E, at the source end [eV],
Qnt barrier height of rhe Schottky gate [eV].

The numerical evaluation of fixed charge den-
y of eq. (1) is shown in Fig.3. Heavy compensa-

n by chromium results in larger value of inter-
e charge while close compensation reduc." NT"ff.

tots

In Fig.5 dependenceof IDSS or deep trap con-
centration and on Vi, calculated from the model

is shown.
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Fig.3 Evaluation of effective negative charge in
the substrate side of the depletion region
through eq. (1).

Some example of calculated backgating effect
on I-V characteristics is shown in Fig.4(a). For
typical values of Vi, of -0.5 V already reduces

I^^ aporeciablv.
UD Icm^-3]

(b)
Cr doped (l wt ppm) HB
Si ?5 keV, 3xl0l2 ions/cm2
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Fig.5 Dependence of l.cc oD deep trap concentra-
tion and effective baeE[5te voltage UtUr.
(a) vfr=O V, (b) vis=-l v and (c) vlr=-5 v,
respeetively.

Figure 5 also suggests that light compensa-

tion by Cr and EL2 can minimize backgating
effect.
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Fig.4 (a) Calculated and (b) experimental
of I-V characteristics with various values
backgatebias voltage VUg.
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III. Comparison with experiment

The test devices fabricated by Si ion-inplan-
tation inLo Cr doped HB grown substrate were inves-

tigated. Implantation conditi.on is that dose

energy j-s 75 KeV and ion dose is 3 x 1012 cm-2 of
Si. The FET has a gate 10 pm in length and 100 Um

in width; the backgate electrode is placed with
various distance ranging between 10 Um and 100 pm.

Examples of backgating effect and backgate

leakage current are shown in Fig.4(b), Fig.6,
respectively.

. ^-1,r0

-0.0r -0.1 -t -10 -100

BACKGATE B IAS V", (V)

Fig.6 Backgate leakage current with Vr.,,"=O V and
2 V. Drain saturation current I^^^ is"" reduced
to 90% of its ini-tial value rh.rr'"" Vgg is -2 V
(indicated by an arrow). This result does not
show any kink corresponding to the onseL of back-
gating.

The leakage eurrent does not show any kink
nor have threshold voltage coincident with the

beginning of the backgating, differing from the

observation by c.P.Lee4) .

The leakage current causes voltage drop and

the voltage across n-i- junction V[, is much

smaller than applied voltag" VgS (Fig.4(a) and

(b)).
The exfernal backgate bias voltage VUr=-2 V

causes 102 reduction of IO* when the backg4te

electrode is separated by 10 pm from the device.

While in the FET with 100 Um separation, I0% re-
duction of I'SS appears when VU, is around -20 V,

This fact indicates that VBS causing same amount

of current reduction is nearly proportional to the
distance between the backgate electrode and the

device. Therefore, it is natural to take that
the backgate bias voltage is devided into two

portions, that is, Vf, which is applied to the

n-i junction and the voltage dron Vrr-Vfr, through

the substrate.

IV. Summary

I{e formulated a model for an ion-implanted
GaAs MESFET including compensation mechanism of a

SI substrate. This model suggests that close

compensation of EL2 and Cr is desirable from the

standpoint of reduction of backgating. From the

experimental results, substrate leakage current
analysis is necessary to understand the backgating

thoroughly.
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